Autonomous
Weaponized
Robots
As
Certain
As
Tomorrow’s Sunrise
TN Note: The scary part here is the ‘autonomous’ factor. A robot, drone
or swarm with instructions to neutralize a specific target or threat can
act without further human intervention or knowledge to accomplish its
mission. Of course, benevolent technology could benefit and protect
humans, but the real problem are whose who would misuse the
technology to control and manipulate humans. In fact, this kind of
technology is perfectly suited for social engineering (aka Technocracy)
because it is driven by efficiency and AI technology.
Robots have been keeping police officers safe for years by disposing of
bombs and assisting in hostage situations, but a rapid increase in
technology could trigger a robot revolution over the next decade.
Robots are already being weaponized: In 2014, a South African company
started selling drones that could shoot 80 pepper balls per second, and

police in North Dakota have been cleared to use a type of drone that is
armed with tear gas and Tasers. Police use of Tasers—they’re designed
to be nonlethal but can trigger cardiac arrest—killed 540 Americans
from 2001 to 2013, according to Amnesty International. Right now, this
technology requires an operator to remotely control the robots and the
weapons. But autonomous weaponized robots are already being used by
the Israeli military to patrol that nation’s borders, and a Texas company
has created a drone to hover over private property and, without human
instruction, fire a Taser dart to keep a potential intruder under shock
until the authorities arrive. Imagine a convergence in technology that
also gives these robots facial-recognition capability. Given the right
circumstances, such as a terrorist threat, these robots could be rolled
out in large numbers to protect citizens.
Read full story here…

Climate Deniers Strike Back In
Paris During UN Climate
Summit
TN Note: Wanted posters of climate “deniers” were posted all over Paris,
but it only served to give additional publicity to the top climate scientists
who were there to debunk global warming hysteria and junk science.
And, debunk they did. CFACT held a world-premier viewing of its new
documentary called Climate Hustle, hosted by Mark Murano. The venue
was packed out by eager truth-seekers from around the world.
“Ooh look, it’s James Delingpole, the most hateful man in Britain. No I
WON’T pose for a photograph with you, you piece of filth. Go away don’t
touch me,” snarled an unhappy crusty-looking fellow, as I squeezed
through the throng of protestors at entrance. I was dressed in black tie;
they were dressed for the revolution.
“Join us! We’re your friends,” cooed three girls in blonde wigs and
sparkly coal miners’ outfits handing out lumps of coal. (They
weren’t really my friends. They were green activists too. But, like most
of the renta-mob crowd, perfectly amiable)
“Howl! Howl!” bayed two men dressed as giant spoons.
Then the police turned up and in characteristic no-nonsense French style
forced the protestors to disperse before the stars – including 92-year old
rocket scientist Fred Singer and Greenpeace co-founder Patrick Moore –
in black tie arrived in their stretch limos and walked up the red carpet.
It was the perfect launch for Marc Morano’s climate skeptical movie
Climate Hustle – the skeptics’ long-awaited answer to Al Gore’s An
Inconvenient Truth – which staged its triumphant world premiere in
Paris last night.
The protestors had come fresh from the COP21 climate conference,
alerted by Wanted posters plastered by activists over the streets of

central Paris warning them that seven of the world’s most evil fossil fuel
lobbyists were in town to disrupt their holy mission to bomb the global
economy back to the dark ages with carbon reductions, regulations and
wealth redistribution.
In fact though – an irony lost on the protestors: they really don’t do
irony, these people – it was the greenies who were doing all the
disrupting.
Earlier in the day they’d tried to sabotage a conference of climate
skeptics being hosted in central Paris by the Heartland Institute. (You
can see the footage of the presentation – Examining The Data – here).
Now they’d come to jeer outside a film they’ll never watch made by
people they won’t listen to presenting a message they’re ideologically
incapable of comprehending.
If they ever did see Climate Hustle it would be totally lost on them.
Climate Hustle is the Anti Inconvenient Truth. It’s for people with an
open mind who want to know what’s really going on with the world’s
climate – as opposed to what hucksters like Al Gore want to persuade
them is going on with the world’s climate – all backed up with hard data
and evidence presented by scientists who know and understand, among
them the Nobel-prize-winning Norwegian physicist Ivar Giaever.
Read full story here…

